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I. Introduction

This project centers around Lao Shun-Xiang, a bakery situated in Xinzhuang district. By

delving into the history of Lao Shun-Xiang, we aim to highlight the importance of the

district's history and traditions. To narrate this story, we have used an interactive approach

using a game developed on Twine. Within the game, players played the role of constructing

the legacy of Lao Shun-Xiang. We explore the origins of their bread and introduce the history

as players progress. Our target audience is junior high students in Taiwan, with the goal of

deepening their knowledge about their local surroundings.
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II. Story Design Description

Topic

A Hundred Year’s Legacy: Lao
Shun-Xiang

Teammate(s) 408110314 Will Su
408110601 Terry Zhuang
408110675 Alice Lin
411096139

Theme

The history of Lao Shung-Xiang Background Lao Shung-Xiang started since
1840 and had a history of more
than 100 years. It is famous for
its “鹹光餅” and “金牌鳳梨酥”
(pineapple cake).

Target Users Junior high students

Objective To let students understand why Lao Shunxiang has been able to operate for 100 years,
and know the history of Xinzhuang at the same time.

Plot

The player plays the role of the person who is in charge of the shop. In the story,
traditional cakes have lost their popularity, and the main character (player) must make
a decision: whether to uphold the tradition or abandon it. By chance, the character
stumbles upon a means to travel back in time. The player starts on a journey to learn
about the traditional cakes and confront challenges in order to find a way back to the
present.
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III. Storyborad Description

Scene Image
Screen shot Description

1 The player enters the
game as the person who
is in charge of the shop.

2 Found the way to the
past.
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3 The quest player needs
to complete to get back.

4 Start learning the
traditional cakes!
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5 The players will find
their way to solve the
problem.

6 After learning the
history, the player
invented the famous
cake.
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7 After learning all the
traditional cakes and the
history of Lao
Shun-Xiang,the player
finally get back to
normal timeline.
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IV. Work’s Screenshots
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V. Final Presentation PPT Slides
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https://www.canva.com/design/DAFVQs6JDoM/ORnn2YT7HdSRvTXB-e1xKg/edit?utm_co

ntent=DAFVQs6JDoM&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sha

rebutton

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFVQs6JDoM/ORnn2YT7HdSRvTXB-e1xKg/edit?utm_content=DAFVQs6JDoM&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFVQs6JDoM/ORnn2YT7HdSRvTXB-e1xKg/edit?utm_content=DAFVQs6JDoM&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFVQs6JDoM/ORnn2YT7HdSRvTXB-e1xKg/edit?utm_content=DAFVQs6JDoM&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
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VI. Reflection and Further Study

The Use of Interactive Fiction in Language and History Learning.

I. Introduction

Literature is one of the means used in language teaching. Students can gain access to not

only language learning itself, but also culture and history. Through literature, they can form

their own ideas which eventually leads to critical thinking. In addition, students now need to

interact with technology and digital works in learning literature. There are more and more

literature and interactive fiction combinations in recent years. Interactive fiction provides a

new form of opportunity to access knowledge and literacy. This brings another possibility for

using literature in language learning. Thus, the paper will first discuss the use of literature in

language learning for bilinguals. Then, the paper will discuss the new form of learning—

interactive fiction and its three aim in learning. Last, the paper will bring up and discuss an

interactive fiction project we made for students.

II. Literature review

Odilea Rocha Erkaya mentioned in “Benefits of Using Short Stories in the EFL Context,”

that instructors have found the way literature can be used to strengthen skills and make

language teaching more complete in the past two decades. Moreover, through literature,

students can gain background knowledge of the world, including the cultural aspect of

stories. Literature, therefore, becomes an access to the culture and its history while students

learn the language simultaneously. In “Use of Literature in Language Teaching Course

Book,” Nazife Aydinoglu mentioned several reasons for using literature in language teaching.

There are two points that are related to the research among all reasons. The first reason is
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cultural enrichment. Literature is a good way for learners who do not have the chance to visit

the country where the language is spoken. Through literature, they gain insight into the

country’s culture and even history. To fully understand the literature content, students are

required to have sufficient background knowledge of its cultural and historical events. This

encourages them to be aware of different aspects from background to literacy.

In a digital world like now, students need to cope with new engaging means of language

learning. Literacy and its content change as the digital world opens a new door for learning.

Interactive fiction is a new form that emerged in recent years. Nicholas Negroponte

described interactive fiction as a “book without pages” in Being Digital. The two key points

of interactive fiction are “autonomy,” which is the ability to decide and change on one’s own;

and “interactivity,” the ability to make reactions after thinking. There should be a system to

provide narrative interaction and a structure of rules throughout the process. The combination

of these structures is also known as a game. In the game, learners should have the power to

make decisions that can change the story's direction. In “ Colossal Classroom adventure:

Developing Interactive Fiction for English Language Learners,” Alexis Kim mentioned that

many interactive fiction games are text-based only, however, there are also adventure games.

It is a broad genre. He points out three purposes that interaction fiction tends to achieve in

learning. The first point is edutainment, or education and entertainment. This means that the

lecture is designed to educate students through entertainment. Next, he describes educational

games as subsets of edutainment. Educational games emphasize educational concepts rather

than cover other media like television or audio. The last concept is gamification. It means the

application and transition of gaming concepts into activities and tasks. These elements make

an interactive fiction project more complete in education and game design. Overall,

interactive fiction is a tool designed to educate with entertainment.
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III. Discussion

In this part, I will discuss the three purposes of interactive fiction mentioned above with the

project I made and the literary elements in the project. To combine literature with interactive

fiction, my teammates and I chose to make a text-based game. The title of our project is “A

Hundred Year’s Legacy, Lao-Shun-Xiang. The project is about a traditional cake shop located

in the Xingzhuang district. It was founded in 1870 and is still running now. The aim of the

project is to let students learn the history of the traditional cake shop and Xingzhuang district

through the interactive fiction game. Thus, we made up a story and created different

storylines for readers to decide on. As mentioned above, an interactive project requires

readers to make decisions that guide or affect the story’s ending. The following are examples

of our project.

(Players can choose the cake they want to review)
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(Players can choose the target group of people they want to help.)

We also designed questions for readers which also affect the storyline.
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For context, we choose to introduce the history of traditional cakes and the traditional

events in the Xingzhuang district. We combine history and our story to create fiction that is

more attractive to players. We made up a character related to the cake shop for the story.

Players need to become that character in the game, like a role-playing game. These elements

meet the two key points Nicholas Negroponte mentioned, autonomy and interactivity. This

means players can direct the plot of the story in a first-person narrative perspective.

The aim of our project also meets Alexis Kim’s three purposes of interactive fiction in

education. We added visual content and audio to make the game more entertaining but also

emphasized the information we want to convey. We also gave tasks and goals for players to

achieve. These fulfill the three aims of interactive fiction, including edutainment, educational

games, and gamification.

In conclusion, interactive fiction is a broad genre that has great potential in both language

and history learning. I learned that it is not easy to combine these elements in one project,

especially when it requires both entertainment and education. To enrich the content, designers
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need to be familiar with the background history. The game should also be made to let the

player learn more about the culture and the history. All in all, interactive fiction still has a

long way to go since technology is still growing and developing. I believe in the future, it will

provide more opportunities for learning and educating.
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